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In the highly constrained site of  Goa Airport which is surrounded by the sea on Air Side, Highway on the City side, 
existing Airport on the Eastern side and navy land on the Western side- meeting the Car parking requirements 
was a big challenge. To overcome this challenge the Multi level car parking just adjacent to the Terminal Build-
ing was proposed. This building has not only to cater to the functional requirements of  the Car Parking for the 
area but also has to ensure that it corresponds to the aesthetical vocabulary of  the Terminal Building. The fas-
cia has been designed with elevation elements consisting of  vertical louvers, planters, controlled space for ad-
vertisement hoardings, etc, which also provides shade inside the building and options for revenue generation. 

DESIGN 
APPROACH

PROJECT BRIEF

“AESTHETICS IN FUNCTIONALITY”



PLANNING

The multi-level car parking is designed in six levels consisting of  two basements to accommodate around 600 cars. This has 
significantly reduced the pressure on the already constrained site. The building has not only to cater to the functional require-
ments of  the car parking for the area but also has to ensure that it corresponds to the aesthetical vocabulary of  the terminal 
building. This building consists of  car parking facilities with typical floor plate having a dimension of  104m x 30m with covered 
car parking in five levels and semi covered car parking at the terrace level. The building caters to car parking requirements 
for a total of  570 cars. The planning is simple and efficient with unidirectional flow at all areas with no mixing of  inbound 
and outbound cars. The plan has been resolved by providing separate ramps for ascending and descending cars which has 
been provided at the two ends of  the building. Entry and exits to the car parking building has been provided at different levels 
with the entry at the ground floor level and exit at the first basement level which also corresponds to the external site profile.
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STRUCTURAL 
CONCEPT

To have a uniform design vocabulary, the building columns are designed with a semicircular head. The building has 
RCC framed structure with isolated foundations and connecting stitching slabs in between with peripheral retain-
ing walls in basement. The upper floors are designed with a flat slab structure to have better clear height inside the 
building. Pergolas have been provided at the top of  the building with polycarbonate sheet covering to protect from 
the rain and direct sunlight and also to have lightweight roof  structure. The car parking building shall be connect-
ed with the terminal building with a covered pathway with provision of  travelators for ease of  passenger movement.


